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It is natural. A new people can with difficulty be persuaded that
efficient government and successful administration depend more
upon experience than upon intelligence. Great Britain, as the
Mandatory Power, has never impeded their fairway to indepen-
dence. She merely hesitated to launch a sympathetic and proud
race upon an unprepared and uncharted course. The British
Government has formally supported Iraq's candidature for
admission to the League of Nations in 1932, and it has concluded
a generous treaty with the Iraqi. But the nationalist was not
content. He demanded the elimination not only of every
semblance of control but also the severance of all future ties
with the Mandatory Power. The presence of foreigners in the
administration is naturally galling to the extremist spirit of
nationalism. There is bred, too, a jealousy of their higher
salaries and emoluments, which permit of a very apparent
standard of life far above that to which the native official can
legitimately aspire.
Nature has supplied Iraq with two natural sources of wealth—
the Tigris and the Euphrates—whose waters will suffice, when
harnessed, to render vast districts productive. Oil, at present
only exploited for the consumption of the country, awaits further
development. A pipe-line to the Mediterranean is to be laid.
The port of Basrah has been constructed. The railway to Haifa,
in Palestine, will assure a new and advantageous route for Iraq
trade. Agriculture, on which the future of the country so
largely depends, needs energetic fostering—better qualities of
grain, improved date-palm culture, choicer live-stock, new crops,
technical education and demonstration, veterinary facilities and
premiums on native production.
At a moment when productive expenditure is required Iraq
has clearly been overspending. Her uncertain future tends to
keep away foreign capital. Her revenues are insufficient ; her
trade diminished. Money is necessary, but the internal political
situation is scarcely such as would tempt the money market of
Europe to advance the requisite sums unless very adequate
security is forthcoming. The raising of a loan on the Customs
dues or on taxation is viewed with disapproval in the country.
It would entail, the Iraqis consider, the tightening of European
control which it is their principal object to avoid.
A city where the soldiers in khaki and wide-brimmed felt hats
who guard the High Commissioner's residence are Assyrians
and the hotel servants are Chaldseans ; where the majority of the

